THE 3RD SLIPTA & SLMTA SYMPOSIUM

When: 3-4 December, 2016; 8:00 am – 5:30 pm
Where: Roof Terrace Room, Cape Town International Convention Centre

New this year:
- **Door prizes** – Autographed books by James Westgard will be raffled off throughout the 2 days
- **The SLMTA Spirit Award** – SLMTA song-and-dance competition

THEME
THE NEXT FRONTIER
- Transition from SLMTA/SLIPTA to ISO accreditation
- Taking quality improvement beyond the laboratory
- Bridging the laboratory-clinic divide

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Dr. John Nkengasong

TARGET AUDIENCE
Laboratory Managers
Implementing Partners
Clinicians
Hospital Administrators
MOH Leadership

For further information please contact Dr. Katy Yao at kyao@cdc.gov